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Studies of structure and stability of peptides as models of protein
structural elements have long been a focus of biophysical studies.
While goodR-helix models exist, developing similar models for
â-sheet structures has proven to be more difficult. Isolatedâ-sheets
are generally less stable as monomers, being more subject to
solvation and packing effects, which, moreover, are highly sequence-
dependent. Several autonomously foldingâ-hairpin peptides have
been reported with sequences stabilizing hairpin turns or enhancing
cross-strand H-bonding and side-chain interactions.1,2 Few of these
â-hairpins mimic protein sequences, while most have been de novo
designed to achieve stability.

In one series of studies,DPro-Gly sequences were used to form
left-handed (type-II′ or type-I′) â-turns to stabilize water-soluble
â-hairpins.1,3,4 Aminoisobutyric acid (Aib) also promotes hairpin
turn formation.5 We hypothesized that Aib-Gly sequences might
induce type-I/I′ â-turns due to their propensity to stabilize helical
peptides6 and their locally achiral nature, which allows formation
of left or right turns due to their gauche dihedral angles ((30-
60°).7

Isotopic labeling of peptides can provide site-specific information,
even with the use of low-resolution spectroscopic techniques.8 This
is the first report of IR data for monomericâ-hairpin molecules
with isotopic labeling correlated with ab initio theoretical modeling.
Development of a stableâ-hairpin model that allowed detection of
the isotopically shifted transitions was critical.

We have prepared, by Fmoc solid-phase synthesis (see Support-
ing Information), an analogue of the 12-mer peptide amide
originally studied by Gellman (HDPG), in which an Aib residue
(denoted B) is substituted for theDPro in thei + 1 position of the
â-turn.9 The resulting sequence, RYVEVBGOKILQ (HBG; Scheme
1, C-terminally amidated),10 has striking stability and spectral
characteristics indicative of aâ-hairpin (CD overlapsHDPG,4,9 min
at 215 nm, max 200 nm, aromatic band∼230 nm, and amide I′ IR
peak at 1635 cm-1). Two amide13CdO variants were synthesized
by labeling (small boxes in Scheme 1) Val3 and Lys8 (HBG-L ) or
Val3 and Ile10 (HBG-S). HBG-L had Lys in place of Orn at position
R8 (Scheme 1) due to the availability of l-13C-labeled Fmoc
L-Lysine(Boc) and its structural similarity to Orn. CD spectra for
the three hairpins overlap, confirming the validity of this substitu-
tion. Assuming formation of an ideal hairpin, the two13CdO’s will
form a large (14-member,HBG-L , large filled red box) or small
(10-member,HBG-S, smaller filled blue box) H-bonded ring
(Scheme 1).

Infrared spectra were theoretically simulated using previously
described methods4,11-13 for a model, twistedâ-hairpin. Spectral
parameters were obtained from density functional theory (DFT)
calculations for the turn and for two H-bonded antiparallel strand
fragments (three amides each) and were transferred to the longer

model peptide. Simulations for cross-strand isotope substitutions
yielded different band shape patterns for the two isotope patterns,13

large and small ring (Figure 1a), independent of position in the
sequence. Each small ring had a larger13C shift from the12C band,
but weaker relative intensity than did the13C in the large ring
models. Since the13CdO groups are closer together in the small
ring, they should give a larger exciton splitting then for the large
ring, but∼8 cm-1 was computed for both, due to end effects from
the 3-amide strand model used.13 The lower frequency component
of the exciton-split pair of13C modes is the more intense transition
for the small ring, while the higher frequency component is more
intense for the large ring.13 Thus, the apparent (most intense)
HBG-L 13C band is ∼8 cm-1 higher in frequency than the
correspondingHBG-S band. These results suggested synthesis of
small and large ring substituted peptides to test if labeling would
indeed be diagnostic of hairpin formation and of the type of H-bond
ring formed.

The experimental spectral patterns bear out this prediction for
the 13CdO bands (Figure 1b).HBG-L has a 1615 cm-1 13C band
shifted down 28 cm-1 from its 12C maximum. TheHBG-S 13C
peak is∼8 cm-1 higher. This difference is in remarkable (exact)
agreement with the theoretical result. Such accuracy is a conse-
quence of the local coupling (off-diagonal interactions) being
computed more reliably than the diagonal force constants with our
method. The13C substitution has an effect on the12C band, since
the 5°C amide I′ band maxima occur at 1635 cm-1 for HBG but
at 1643 cm-1 for both HBG-S andHBG-L . This is not predicted
in the theoretical simulations and is further obscured by the
broadening of the12C band. The amide I′ IR band shape of the
unlabeledHBG peptide is typical for peptides with highâ-sheet
content4,11-14 and results from in-strand coupling plus cross-strand,
hydrogen bond interaction. The experimental12C bandwidths, in
contrast to the prediction, are evidence of structural variation (the
simulation is for a uniform hairpin). Fraying of the terminal
segments, seen in other hairpins,3-5 reduces the exciton coupling
magnitude and broadens the spectra, giving rise to bands between
the intense low- and weak high-frequencyâ-strand components.
Solvation of the turn residues (H-bond to water) and the outward
directed strand amides will lead to frequency variations not
adequately represented in vacuum simulations.13
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Upon heating the samples to 85°C (in 5 °C increments), we
observed a gradual shift of the IR amide I′ absorption maxima from
1635 to 1641 cm-1 and from 1643 to 1648 cm-1 for HBG and
both HBG-L and HBG-S, respectively. These equivalent shifts
indicate a partial transition fromâ-hairpin to “random coil” (or
PII, proline II-type) conformation caused by the heating. Such a
frequency shift is expected for sheet-to-coil transitions and is
supported by calculations for 31-(PII) helices.8a,15By contrast, the
hairpin 13C bands are higher in frequency than those observed for
coils.8a The transitions were fully reversible on cooling for dilute
samples but not complete (fully sigmoidal) by 85°C (our highest
practical temperature). Incomplete unfolding is also evident in the
ECD (see Supporting Information) where residual ellipticity at
215 nm results from the stability of the Aib-Gly turn, as seen for
DPro-Gly.4 Multistate unfolding is suggested by the lack of an
isosbestic point in the amide I′ IR variation, but temperature
dependence of the component spectra could also cause this. Factor
analysis of the total band shape shows a contribution from a third
component that grows in and disappears with increasing temper-
ature.

Labeling provides a particularly sensitive way to judge the
thermal transition via a site-specific probe. The13C feature shows
the largest intensity variation in these hairpin-to-coil thermal
transitions, dropping sharply at high temperatures without much
shift. The variation forHBG-L is larger than that forHBG-S and
has a different character, indicating site-specific behavior. The
12CdO band varies little in intensity and only shifts∼6 cm-1. The
relative variances are illustrated in Figure 2. The13C amide I′ is a
local oscillator shifted from the centroid of the band (representing
uncoupled12CdO modes). The13CdOs are coupled to each other
but are not strongly affected by exciton splitting of the12C modes,
which is the source of the characteristicâ-amide I. By contrast,
the12C mode loses such coupling in the coil form, thus shifting up
in frequency, but maintains most of its intensity. The13C intensity

variation in theHBG-L transition apparently arises from loss of
coupling to the normally intenseâ-strand mode with out-of-phase
CdO motion in the strand, which disappears on unfolding.12,13

Figure 2 summarizes the temperature dependence of the12C and
13C peak intensities of theHBG, HBG-S, andHBG-L hairpins.
The thermal transition is incomplete, which prevents ideal thermo-
dynamic analysis but emphasizes the stability of the Aib-Gly turn.
A comparative study of similar sequences will be reported in detail
separately. Such increased sensitivity to folding change should have
a positive impact on kinetic studies now being applied to hairpins.16
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Figure 1. (a) Theoretical amide I′ IR absorption for a 12-residueâ-hairpin
determined from coordinates of intestinal fatty acid binding protein (PDB
1IFC). Spectra were simulated using parameters from BPW91/6-31G* level
DFT computations for two three-amide strands (all Ala) and the corre-
sponding turn, which were transferred to the larger peptide.4 (b) Experi-
mental IR absorption forHBG (black),HBG-L (red), andHBG-S (blue),
normalized to a constant area, obtained for 10-50 mg/mL solutions in 75
mM phosphate/D2O buffer (pH) 7.0 uncorrected) in a 50-µm path CaF2
cell, by averaging 940 scans, 4 cm-1 resolution. The peptides were
lyophilized twice from 10 mM DCl solution for H/D exchange and reduction
of TFA interference. ECD of these samples matched dilute results and
previous hairpins (see Supporting Information).9,10

Figure 2. Thermal variation of the12C (b) and13C (9) amide I′ intensity
for HBG (black),HBG-L (red), andHBG-S (blue).
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